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1. General economic overview 

As EU member since 2007 and a NATO member since 2004, Romania is currently one of the most 

dynamic large markets in Europe with a population of about 20 million people. 

The Romanian economy has witnessed a solid growth over the recent years, ranking among the 

fastest growing in Europe. While 2016 the GDP growth was based mostly on private consumption 

mainly due to the salary raise and fiscal relaxation (which would have questioned about the 

market vulnerability marked by an increase of the trade deficit), 2017 has added a strong expansion 

of the industrial production and services, resulting into one of the strongest and consistent growth 

in the post-crisis period with an estimation of over 5.5% growth according to Erste Group 

Research. At the same time a significant contribution comes from sectors with medium and high 

value added, such as high tech. 

     

 

The growing economy in Romania has generated new working places and the unemployment rate 

has registered a decreasing trend, reaching an estimation of 5.4% in 2017. 

Inflation rate declined in recent years, mainly influenced by the evolution of food prices (lower 

due to the VAT rate cuts to 9% from 24%), reaching record lows (negative) in 2015-2016. However 

during the summer this year, the inflation rate has started to increase, but core inflation is still 

modest. 
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Source: Central Bank, Eurostat, INS, BCR Research 

2. Agriculture – sector evolution and current situation 

 

 

 

Romania is a traditional agricultural country and plays a unique and important part in European 

agriculture. The soil is fertile and the climate is favorable for agriculture, animal husbandry and 

horticulture. With a total area of 238,000 sqm, Romania is one of the countries of the most 

pronounced agrarian profile in the European Union. Having about 15 million ha of farmland, of 

which more than 9 million ha devoted to arable crops, Romania owns almost 1/3rd of the total 
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agricultural land in the EU (33,5% of all EU farms - EU Commission updates, April 2017). Thus 

Romania could be (after Poland with 17 million ha of agricultural area) the second largest producer 

of agricultural products in the CEE region. 

Within a geographical, administrative and socio-economic predominantly rural space, the 

agriculture has been and continues to be a sector of prime importance in Romania, 66% of  

Romanian territory being taken up by agriculture with 46% of the population living in 

predominantly rural regions. At the same time the sector’s contribution to the economy and the 

share of employment play a significant role in the overall Romanian economy. 

 

The biggest production in Romania is determined by crops (up to 70%), followed by animal 

production (± 30%) and agricultural services (± 1%) 

 

Source: The National Institute of Statistics 

Both crop production and animal production in Romania follow an upgrowing trend. Main locally 

produced agriculture products are wheat, corn, barley, sugar beets, sunflower seed, potatoes, 

grapes, pork, poultry, milk, wool and eggs. 
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Source: The National Institute of Statistics 

 

According to the Romanian National Institute of Statistics press release March 2017, Romania’s 

agricultural production in 2016 compared to members states of the EU, places Romania as 

follows: 

 

 

2017 has been an exceptional year for the Romanian agriculture with productions at 

unprecedented highs, Romania registering the largest wheat production in history, over 10 million 

tonnes, which means an average of 4,836 kg/ha. The same goes for rapeseed, peas, barley and 

sunflower, Romania keeping its leader position No 1 in the EU at sunflower with a production of 

over 3.150 million tonnes. 

The organic farming is still small in Romania, representing only 0.4% of the agricultural land in 

Romania, however it is starting to gain ground. 
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The contribution of agriculture to the GDP formation in Romania fluctuates between 4% - 6%, as 

agricultural production is highly dependent on weather conditions, the sector counting over 25% 

of the working population, figures which are high above the EU average. 

  

Source: The National Institute of Statistics 

 

However the performances have not risen to the level of the natural potential, Romania enjoying 

a substantial development potential, which is insufficiently exploited. The farm structure in 

Romania is dominated, like in the EU, by family farms but their size is very small, an average of 

3.66 ha, Romania having the 3rd smallest average farm size (above only Malta and Cyprus). With 

98% of farms using less than 10 hectares of land, Romania is truly a peasant farming country. 

 

The agricultural land is fragmented into millions of plots which does not allow intensive 

agriculture.  Romania ranks 1st in the EU for the number of holdings, namely 3630 thousand farms, 

but last in the EU for the average output per holding, namely 3303 Euro.  
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Therefore Romania’s agriculture is still a subsistence and semi-subsistence one, practiced in small 

farms which do not allow horizontal and vertical integration in the production chain. The farms 

in Romania are characterized by a traditional agricultural system, aging population, limited 

material and financial resources, obsolete agricultural equipment, low productivity and self-

consumption. Therefore the modest performance of the Romanian agriculture sector places 

Romania far from having the agricultural competitiveness of the other EU member states. 

In the EU-28 in 2015 the agricultural output was estimated at 411 156 million Euro, the contribution 

of Romania with a percentage around 4% (± 13 500 million Euro) being rather small. Romania 

comes on the 8th position in the EU-28 after France, Italy, Germany, Spain, United Kingdom, the 

Netherlands, Poland. 
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Statistical Factsheet – Romania 

European Commission, Eurostat and Directorate General for Agriculture and Rural Development 

April 2017 
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In Romania agriculture is a significant contributor towards national economic performance. The 

significant share of the agricultural sector in the Romanian economy also results in its products 

being exported worldwide. In 2016 the total external trade in agricultural products, mainly wheat 

and corn followed by sunflower seeds and oil, rapeseeds, barley, live sheep and goats, chicken 

meat, and live cattle, amounted to 6.2 billion Euro, more than 9% of total Romanian exports. 

Romania is ranked 1st in the EU for growth of agricultural exports. Thanks to its location and 

relatively large size among European countries, Romania has become a grain exporter competing 

with its neighbours on the Black Sea. Constanta port is the main gate for agricultural 

transportation, the storage capacity in the port expanding continuously. 

 

USDA Foreign Agricultural Service 

 

At the same time imports of agricultural products in Romania have significantly increased due to 

a growth in consumption and demand as a result of both fiscal incentives (VAT reduction for food 

products from 24% to 9%, followed by a general VAT reduction from 24% to 19%) and wage 

growth. 

In 2016 the total imports in agricultural products, mainly food preparations and processed 

products (meats, protein meals, diaries, fruits and sugar), amounted to about 6.7 billion Euro which 

generated a trade deficit of 412 million Euro. 
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The European Union is Romania’s largest agricultural trade partner standing for 60-70% of the 

total exports and over 80% of the imports. Hungary, Germany, Poland and Bulgaria are Romania’s 

major trading partners for imports while Italy, Bulgaria, the Netherlands and Germany are the 

main markets for exports. 

 

Romania has a huge potential in agriculture, 2017 has been an exceptional year with high 

agricultural figures, however Romania needs to capitalize its potential in a smart and sustainable 

way. 

There is a need for greater focus on productivity and efficiency in the Romanian agriculture, so 

as to bridge up the gap between Romania and the other EU Member States and improve the 

external competitiveness on the medium and long term. For this purpose, it is necessary to 

diversify the economic activities in the rural areas, to better integrate the rural economy into the 

market economy, by supporting local investment and job creation, as well as by the application 

of technical innovation and modernization of agriculture. 
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The agricultural fleet in Romania is insufficient and most of the Romanian farms face a very low 

level of the agricultural equipment mechanization. The offer of agricultural equipment in Romania 

is diversified, the market being dominated by imported machinery, the imports (both tractors and 

other machinery for soil preparation and cultivation) having registered over 770 million Euro in 

2016 while exports being very low, about 80 million Euro. 

 

  

 

In order to re-launch the Romanian agriculture more efficiently and to influence the EU 

Community market, reducing the number of farms of subsistence agriculture should be one of the 

main objectives of the rural development policy. The farms can be more efficient only by the 

association and cooperation between farmers, the agricultural cooperatives qualifying as being 

solvable beneficiaries of EU programs. 

3. Agricultural funds and opportunities 

Romania, as a result of its accession to the European Union on January 1st 2007, entered the 

Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), specific of the European Union. EU accession has probably been 

the strongest factor of pressure for rapid reform of the Romanian agriculture and rural economy, 

given the need for successful integration into the European rural economy. 

The Romanian government has been working on managing a proper implementation of the 

Common Agricultural Policy (CAP 2014-2020) and has been supporting the mechanisms of direct 

payments in agriculture as to be made on time. Furthermore, one of the priorities is to encourage 

associations and cooperation in order to assure proper channelling of agricultural products 

towards consumers and also improvement in absorption of EU funds. 

Through the European program for rural development 2014-2020 (European Agricultural Fund for 

Rural Development - EAFRD), Romania benefits from an allocation of 8.13 billion Euro, adds 1.34 

billion Euro from the national budget, thus adding up to 9.47 billion Euro. This is a significant 

amount to be allocated to investments in rural areas through the Romanian National Rural 

Development Programme (NRDP) 2014-2020. The current NRDP is about more than just 

modernizing farms. Overall, the whole program is more dynamic and more focused on the 

development of rural areas, not only of agriculture. Small and medium-sized farming businesses, 

that invest in higher value-added products and cover more than one of the segments in the food 

supply chain, stand to benefit the most from the funding opportunities brought about by the 
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national programme for 2014-2020. At the same time banks also support the agriculture, forestry 

and fisheries sector by granting loans. 

 

Opportunities – EU funds for agriculture and rural development to support the agro-food sector 

through the National Rural Development Programme 2014-2020 

 

 

 

Rural Development Programme (RDP) – source: EU commission 

 

Development potential - opportunities: 

• mechanization, automation – farms continue to invest more and more in newer 

agricultural equipment and machinery. Romania has few local producers of agricultural 

machinery and farm equipment therefore there is an increased demand for imported 

brands 

• know-how and technology for producing processed products. Currently Romania is a net 

provider of unprocessed agricultural products 
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• extension of services (financial and consultancy services) 

• development of agricultural exploitation 

• organic farming 

• irrigation technology and equipment 

•  buying land in Romania (no prohibition to land acquisitions by foreigners starting January 

1st 2014) 

4. Organizations/institutions and main trade fairs in agriculture 

Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development 

http://www.madr.ro/en/ 

2-4 Carol I blvd, sector 3, Bucharest 

Rural development directorate +4021-307.85.65 / pndr@madr.ro  

• authorized Group of Producers 

http://www.madr.ro/grupurile-si-organizatiile-de-producatori-recunoscute.html 

• non-governmental organizations – ecologic agriculture 

http://www.madr.ro/agricultura-ecologica/organizatii-non-guvernamentale.html  

 

Agency for Financing the Rural Investments (AFIR) 

http://www.apdrp.ro/ 

43 Stirbei Voda street, sector 1, Bucharest 

+40 31 860 26 65 / relatii.publice@afir.info  

 

Romanian Association of Producers and Importers of Agricultural Machinery 

http://apimar.eu/ 

6 Ion Ionescu de la Brad blvd, sector 1, Bucharest 

+40 727 739 308 / office@apimar.eu  

 

League of Agricultural Producers in Romania (LAPAR) 

https://lapar.org/  

1-3 Walter Maracineanu, sector 1, Bucharest 

+40 21 314 70 65 / info@lapar.org  

 

http://www.madr.ro/en/
mailto:pndr@madr.ro
http://www.madr.ro/grupurile-si-organizatiile-de-producatori-recunoscute.html
http://www.madr.ro/agricultura-ecologica/organizatii-non-guvernamentale.html
http://www.apdrp.ro/
mailto:relatii.publice@afir.info
http://apimar.eu/
mailto:0%20727%20739%20308
mailto:office@apimar.eu
https://lapar.org/
mailto:info@lapar.org
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Indagra - international trade fair of equipment and products in agriculture, horticulture, viticulture 

and animal husbandry 

http://www.indagra.ro/en/  

 

Agraria – no 1 agricultural event in Transilvania 

http://www.agraria.info.ro/?lang=en  

 

Agriplanta-RomAgroTec 

http://www.agriplanta.ro/  
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Disclaimer 
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